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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife established a field office in Panama City, 
Florida, in 1968.  The office was shared by Fishery Research, Fishery Services, and Law 
Enforcement.  The focus of the Fisheries Office was restoration of Gulf of Mexico 
anadromous fish stocks, especially Gulf strain striped bass.  Other program priorities 
have been developed since the office was established.  These currently include: providing 
technical assistance for the management of fishery resources on Federal lands in Florida 
and Georgia (1970s); restoration and recovery of Gulf sturgeon (1980s); ecosystem 
monitoring on Eglin Air Force Base (Eglin) (1999); Partners for Fish and Wildlife 
(2000); freshwater mussel restoration, recovery, and conservation (2002); Okaloosa 
darter recovery (2002); and fish passage (2002). 
 
In January 1987, the Fisheries Resources Office (FR) was reorganized as a combined 
office with Ecological Services (ES) under one Project Leader at the Panama City Field 
Office (PCFO).  Since that date, both programs have benefited by pooling the office's 
resources to implement the mission of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).  
During FY05, Karen Herrington, a Student Career Experience Program (SCEP) graduate, 
was selected to lead the striped bass restoration program, duties formerly done by Laura 
Jenkins when she was full time.  Also, the fisheries staff was reduced as two biologists 
(Holly Blalock-Herod and Jeff Herod) took promotions at other USFWS offices in 
California.  Jeff Herod’s position was filled by Bill Tate at the end of FY05.  During the 
summer of FY05, an additional SCEP student was placed in the office to learn about our 
programs and gain first-hand experience.  We expect to be able to secure enough funding 
to fill a permanent position in FY06 so that we can continue to address recovery of 
freshwater mussels and stream restoration monitoring.  Currently, the staff consists of 
four biologists, one student conservation association intern, one office assistant and other 
support staff shared with ES (Table 1; Figure 1). PCFO is located at 1601 Balboa 
Avenue, Panama City, Florida 32405.  Contact PCFO by phone at (850) 769–0552 or by 
fax at (850) 763–2177.  
 
Table 1.  Panama City Fisheries Resources Office Staff during FY 2005 
Staff Name Status Program Lead 
Holly Blalock-Herod FTE Freshwater Mussel Recovery and Restoration 
Reassigned January 2005 
Gail Carmody FTE* Project Leader 
Jeffrey Herod 4-yr Term Eglin, Ecosystem Monitoring Using Fishes  
Reassigned January 2005 
Karen Herrington FTE Striped Bass Restoration 
Hired January 2005 
Kelly Huizenga SCA Intern Technical Assistance Mussels 
Resigned November 2005 
Bob Jarvis FTE* Biological Technician 
Laura Jenkins INT** Striped Bass Restoration 
Trent Jett SCA Intern Technical Assistance Eglin 
Resigned January 2005 
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Meghan Langley SCA Intern Technical Assistance Partners for Fish and Wildlife 
Chris Metcalf FTE Partners for Fish and Wildlife 
Frank Parauka FTE Gulf Sturgeon Recovery 
Barbara Stanley FTE Office Automation Assistant 
Bill Tate FTE Eglin, Ecosystem Monitoring Using Fishes 
Hired August 2005 
Theresa Thom SCEP Eglin, Ecosystem Monitoring Using Aquatic Insects 
Reassigned February 2006 to NPS 
Michelle Tongue SCA Intern Technical Assistance Eglin 
Jowana Williams SCEP Technical Assistance Fisheries (Summer 2005) 
Kristin Zeranski SCA Intern Technical Assistance Eglin 
Resigned January 2005 
* Indicates FR staff shared with Ecological Services 
** Intermittent 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Fish and Wildlife Service, Panama City Field Office staff. 
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR FY 2005 
 
1. Assisted with a study to assess hurricane impacts to Gulf sturgeon critical 
foraging habitat. 
 
2. Documented Gulf sturgeon marine movement and habitat use in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 
 
3. Documented Gulf sturgeon spawning with the collection of fertilized eggs in the  
Apalachicola River, Florida. 
 
4. Documented Gulf sturgeon spawning with the collection of fertilized eggs in the 
Yellow River, Florida. 
 
5. Assisted with benthic invertebrate survey at Gulf sturgeon marine foraging 
grounds. 
 
6. Implemented Gulf Striped Bass Restoration Plan by coordinating the 22nd Annual 
Morone Workshop, leading the technical committee, transporting broodfish, and 
coordinating the stocking on the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) river 
system. 
 
7. Over 87,000 Phase II Gulf striped bass were marked with sequential coded wire 
tags and stocked in the Apalachicola River.  Post-stocking evaluations were 
conducted at 45 sites in the fall and spring and 8 thermal refuges in the summer. 
 
8. Completed fishery surveys on 4 ponds on Eglin AFB totaling 53 acres, and 
completed a report with recommendations for future recreational fishery needs. 
 
9. Completed final report for aquatic monitoring at Eglin AFB from 1999 to 2004. 
 
10. Completed a field collection of the endangered Okaloosa darter to be incorporated 
into a status review to be completed in FY06. 
 
11. Provided technical assistance to the Region 4 National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) 
program on changes to the fishery conservation targets for the region.  Also 
provided technical assistance to four NWRs (i.e., Okefenokee NWR, Banks Lake 
NWR, St. Vincent NWR, and St. Marks NWR) relative to hurricanes and 
recreational fishing. 
 
12. A draft mussel sampling protocol was tested in wadeable streams in Northwest 
Florida and southwest Georgia, and an associated field guide, poster, and 
Freshwater Mussel Survey Protocol and Identification workshop were completed 
in FY05. 
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13. Implemented recovery plan and candidate conservation actions for 14 listed and 
candidate freshwater mussels in the Northeast Gulf Watersheds. 
 
14. Initiated or completed multiple stream restoration and watershed management 
projects.  A total of 7.5 stream miles were restored for stream fishes, and 11 miles 
of coastline were enhanced for sea turtle lighting.  A total of 630 acres of 
wetlands and 2,401 acres of understory habitat were restored. 
 
15. Conducted a watershed assessment to develop a threats analysis for prioritizing 
restoration, protection, and enhancement to natural resources of Spring Creek, 
Georgia and Canoe Creek, Florida. 
 
16. Continued the formation of an Unpaved Road Interagency Team of Federal, State, 
and local agencies in Northwest Florida to promote stream protection and 
restoration from unpaved road sediment runoff.  Began the development of a 
technical committee agreement. 
 
17. Conducted Alabama Unpaved Road Inventory within the Northeast Gulf 
Ecosystem.  Data collection will be completed during FY06. 
 
18. Finalized the development of two North Florida hydrophysiographic regional 
curves for use by the Florida Department of Transportation (DOT) and others 
involved with stream restoration and protection.  Initiated the development of the 
Alabama Coastal Plain Riparian Reference Reach and Regional Curves for use by 
the Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM). 
 
19. Provided technical assistance in collecting data, analysis, and thesis formulation 
with Troy University, Alabama, to identify the influence of large woody debris in 
southeastern coastal plain streams. 
 
20. Completed pre- and post-restoration fish community monitoring at several 
restoration projects including Big Escambia Creek, Magnolia Creek, and Oyster 
Lake, Florida. 
 
21. Established a watershed partnership for the Chipola River in Alabama and Florida 
and expanded development and participation in the Spring Creek Watershed 
Partnership, Georgia. 
 
22. Continued to identify barriers which inhibit the movement of aquatic species 
within the Northeast Gulf Ecoregion. 
 
23. Completed a report on road crossing structures in Okaloosa darter streams to 
guide the closure/repair/maintenance of roads to contribute to recovery of the 
endangered species.  In cooperation with Three Rivers RC&D Council, fish 
passage sites identified in the report were prioritized for restoration. 
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24. Monitored Aquatic Nuisance Species in the Apalachicola River and tested the 
sterility of exotic grass carp. 
 
25. Multiple outreach projects were completed to detail aquatic resources 
conservation needs and opportunities.  Participated in National Fishing Week 
event, several festivals, and school outreach. 
 
 
PROGRAMMATIC OPERATIONS 
 
I.  Gulf Sturgeon Recovery 
 
Gulf Sturgeon Investigations in Seven Northeast Gulf River Systems and One Bay 
 
The Gulf Sturgeon Recovery/Management Plan (GSRMP) emphasizes that the 
knowledge of Gulf sturgeon distribution and relative abundance are important 
components in evaluating the success of recovery and management programs.  Gulf 
sturgeon investigations were conducted in the Ochlockonee, Brothers, Apalachicola, 
Choctawhatchee, Yellow, Blackwater and Escambia rivers and Escambia Bay using 
stationary and drifting gill nets.  All sturgeon captured were weighed and measured (fork 
length and total length).  Each fish was tagged with a Passive Integrated Transponder tag 
(PIT) injected into the tissue at the base of the dorsal fin, and T-bar anchor tags attached 
to both pectoral fins.  Also, a number of fish were surgically implanted with radio and/or 
sonic telemetry tags in support of other studies.  In addition, a small piece of fin tissue 
was removed from a representative sample from each river for submission to a Gulf 
sturgeon genetic databank maintained at the University of Southern Mississippi. 
 
A total of 192 Gulf sturgeons were collected from seven Florida rivers and one bay 
during FY 2005.  The fish weighed from 2 to 164 pounds and ranged in fork length from 
21 to 79 inches.  Adults, fish measuring over 50 inches in fork length, made up 59% of 
the fish collected.  Juveniles (under 35.5 inches fork length) and sub-adults (35.5 to 50 
inches fork length) accounted for 22% and 19% of the sample, respectively.  Twenty-six 
percent of the fish had been previously tagged. 
 
A study to estimate the Gulf sturgeon population in the Apalachicola and Escambia rivers 
was canceled due to flood conditions during the survey resulting from a series of tropical 
storms and hurricanes.  The population studies are scheduled for FY06. 
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Figure 2.  Gulf sturgeon collections in FY 2005. 
 
 
Assessment of Hurricane Impacts to Gulf Sturgeon Critical Foraging Habitat 
 
A priority action item identified in the GSRMP is to identify the marine habitat used by 
Gulf sturgeon.  Most of the growth and feeding for Gulf sturgeon occurs during the 
winter in the marine environment.  Hurricane Ivan (September 2004) impacted much of 
the critical foraging habitat for Gulf sturgeon.  The PCFO is assisting the National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in assessing post-Hurricane 
Ivan impacts to Gulf sturgeon critical foraging habitat in Pensacola and Choctawhatchee 
bays, Florida.  
 
Acoustic coded transmitters, pulsed at 69.0 kHz and a battery life of 550 days, were 
surgically implanted in 48 Gulf sturgeon using standard operating procedures.  The fish 
were collected from four river systems (Escambia River – N=26, Blackwater River – 
N=12, Yellow River – N=8, and Choctawhatchee River – N=12) during their freshwater 
riverine residency using stationary sinking and drifting gill nets.  The fish ranged in fork 
length from 30 to 78 inches and weighed from 7.5 to 156 pounds.  Fifty-seven 
underwater acoustic receivers were deployed in Pensacola/Escambia Bay (N=47) and 
Choctawhatchee Bay (N=10) in a fashion that would allow overlapping detection ranges 
between receivers and provide continuous data concerning the movements of individuals 
throughout the study site.  In addition, manual tracking equipment will also be used to 
examine movement patterns and habitat use.  The fish will be monitored in FY06 and 
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FY07 and the data will be used to determine if habitat selection has changed based on 
differences in habitat type due to hurricane alteration. 
 
Gulf Sturgeon Marine Movement and Habitat Use 
 
Identification of marine habitat use by Gulf sturgeon is a priority action addressed in the 
GSRMP.  In FY04, Eglin AFB initiated a partnership study to better understand Gulf 
sturgeon use of habitat in the Gulf of Mexico Test Range.  Seventy Gulf sturgeon from 
five river systems were equipped with external acoustic tags and were manually tracked 
while overwintering in the marine environment.  Almost 50% of the fish were relocated 
in the Gulf of Mexico and adjoining bays during the study.  Fish monitored in the bays 
were generally located within a few hundred yards from shore in water less than 10 feet 
deep.  The majority of fish relocations were in the Gulf of Mexico, from Gulf Breeze, 
Florida to Mobile Point, Alabama.  These fish were located from one-half to two miles 
offshore in 12 to 40 feet of water.  Substrate at both these areas consisted of sand and 
shell.  The study was duplicated on a smaller scale in FY05 (28 fish from 4 rivers 
equipped with acoustic tags).  Very few fish were located in the FY05 study and possibly 
Hurricane Ivan may have had some influence on fish movement and habitat use during 
the FY05 study.  However, the few fish that were located during the study were found in 
the same areas that telemetry fish had been located the previous year.  Continued Gulf 
sturgeon marine movement and habitat use studies are scheduled in FY06 as companions 
of the NOAA study to assess the impacts of Hurricane Ivan on the Gulf sturgeon marine 
foraging habitat. 
 
Gulf Sturgeon Restoration and Recovery Coordination 
 
The Panama City Fisheries Resource Office (PCFRO) participated in a Gulf Sturgeon 
Workshop hosted by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries.  The workshop 
provides a forum for Federal, State and university researchers to present technical and 
scientific information regarding current Gulf sturgeon studies and address priority action 
items identified in the GSRMP needed to achieve successful recovery of the species.   
 
The Panama City Fisheries Resource Office participated in a Gulf Sturgeon Task Force 
formed by the Mississippi Department of Marine Resources to address Gulf sturgeon 
research needs in the Mississippi Sound.  Targeted research considered essential to the 
conservation of the species include:  a) recovery/recolonization of Gulf sturgeon prey 
items following removal or disposal of materials; b) effects of turbidity on Gulf sturgeon 
prey items; c) composition of Gulf sturgeon prey items; and d) preferred migratory 
pathways. 
 
The PCFRO provided technical assistance relating to Gulf sturgeon recovery to numerous 
Federal and State agencies, educational institutions, and non-government organizations 
and individuals. 
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Gulf Sturgeon Spawning Documentation – Yellow River, Florida 
 
The GSRNP emphasizes that the knowledge of factors affecting the survival rate of Gulf 
sturgeon are essential for recovery of the species.  A priority task addressed in the 
GSRMP is to identify essential habitats and conduct field investigations to locate 
important spawning habitats.  U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) researchers estimated that 
the Gulf sturgeon population in the Yellow River was in excess of 900 fish; however, 
previous studies had been unsuccessful in documenting Gulf sturgeon reproduction with 
the collection of eggs or larvae.  In FY05, Panama City FO biologists distributed and 
anchored 60 to 75 egg sampling pads (22-26 inches circular buffing pads) in five areas 
that had been previously described as potential Gulf sturgeon spawning habitat in an 
effort to document spawning with the collection of eggs.  The study was initiated on 
April 11, 2005 and was terminated on May 13,2005.  Samplers were examined every   
48-72 hours for the presence of Gulf sturgeon eggs.  USGS, NOAA, other USFWS FOs, 
and volunteers assisted in the study. 
 
Three Gulf sturgeon eggs were collected from the upper sample site located in Alabama 
on May 4, 2005.  Water depth at the site ranged from 6 – 10 feet and water temperature at 
the time of collection was 64.5oF.  The eggs failed to hatch; however, University of 
Southern Mississippi geneticists were able to verify the eggs were from Gulf sturgeon 
using molecular techniques.  This represents the first documented Gulf sturgeon 
spawning in the Yellow River and highlights the need to protect the limited potential 
spawning habitat identified in this river system. 
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Figure 3.  Gulf sturgeon egg sampling and collection locations in the Yellow River, FL 
 
 
Gulf Sturgeon Spawning Documentation – Apalachicola River, Florida 
 
The GSRMP states the need to identify Gulf sturgeon spawning sites essential for 
recovery of the species.  In FY05, Panama City biologists initiated a study in partnership 
with the Mobile District Army Corps of Engineers to document Gulf sturgeon spawning 
in the Apalachicola River with the collection of Gulf sturgeon eggs.  Fifteen adult Gulf 
sturgeons were surgically implanted with radio transmitters in the fall just prior to entry 
into the marine waters.  The telemetry fish were monitored the following spring to 
determine the period of entry back into fresh water.  Telemetry fish were first detected on 
April 18, 2005 and 20 anchored egg sampling pads were deployed on April 21, 2005, at 
two sites that had been previously identified as potential Gulf sturgeon spawning habitat.  
The pads were examined for eggs from 24-72 hours during the project.  The study ended 
on May 16, 2005. 
 
Twenty Gulf sturgeon eggs and one larva were collected on four separate dates (4/27/05 
to 5/13/05) from the egg sampling pads located at the up-river site.  The eggs were 
removed from the sampling pads and brought back to the PCFO where they were placed 
in an aerated aquarium.  The eggs hatched within a few days and the larvae were 
identified as Gulf sturgeon.  This is the first documentation of Gulf sturgeon spawning in 
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the Apalachicola River with the collection of eggs.  A final report is in preparation.  The 
information is very important to completing an Endangered Species Act consultation on 
operation of the reservoir system. 
 
Benthic Invertebrate Survey from Gulf Sturgeon Marine Foraging Grounds 
 
A priority action item identified in the GSRMP is to identify marine habitat and describe 
food items available to Gulf sturgeon.  Most of the growth and feeding for the Gulf 
sturgeon occurs during the winter in the marine environment.  The PCFO and NOAA 
funded and provided assistance to University of Southern Mississippi (Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory) researchers in collecting benthic macro-invertebrates from six 
coastal sites off Panama City, Florida and Orange Beach, Alabama.  The second of this   
2-year study duplicated the FY04 project with the collection sites selected based on the 
presence of telemetered Gulf sturgeon frequenting the sample site. Benthic samples were 
collected by SCUBA divers at shallow water (10-13 ft) and deep water (26-29 ft) sites. 
The samples were fixed in the field and taken to the laboratory for identification to the 
lowest possible taxa. 
 
In comparing the two study area, overall numbers of benthic organisms and taxa were 
greater at Panama City at both depths.  However, there was little difference in diversity 
indices between Panama City and Orange Beach.  Orange Beach was dominated by 
annelids while Panama City had greater numbers of mollusks.  The density of benthic 
organisms did not substantially differ from 2004 to 2005; however, there were a few 
shifts in population structure.  A noticeable change was the absence of the tube dwelling 
polychaete, Hobsonia Florida at the Orange Beach site that was predominate in 2004 and 
is now replaced by the polychaete Mediomastus ambiseta.  Another change in 2005 was 
the increase in numbers of mollusks and decrease in anthropods at the Panama City sites.  
It is possible that these changes in macro-invertebrate structure could reflect a response to 
increased nutrient loading from runoff or perhaps a physical shift in the benthic habitat 
due to storm effects. 
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Figure 4. SCEP student Jowana Williams and 8-year-old volunteer Kalli Kay with a Gulf 
sturgeon captured from the Escambia River. 
 
 
 
II. Striped Bass Restoration 
 
Apalachicola/Chattahoochee/Flint River System Striped Bass Restoration 
 
Gulf of Mexico striped bass restoration activities are guided by the Apalachicola-
Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River System Restoration and Evaluation Plan which is a 
component of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission (GSMFC) Gulf Striped Bass 
Fishery Management Plan.  As part of this partnership restoration effort, PCFO 
coordinates many activities including: 1) an annual meeting with the cooperating 
agencies in order to report progress and to discuss stocking goals and future directions, 2) 
technical coordination and assistance to states, 3) stocking strategies and implementation 
of the stocking plan, and 4) transportation of broodstock collected by State resource 
agencies in Florida and Georgia, with fish transportation to the hatchery provided by the 
PCFO, Welaka NFH (Florida) and Warm Springs NFH (Georgia).  In FY05, PCFO also 
assisted with stocking efforts by stocking striped bass fry from Blackwater State 
Hatchery into Lake Blackshear (Georgia) and Walter F. George Lake (Alabama/Georgia).  
PCFO also serves as the lead for the ACF striped bass technical committee, which meets 
annually to discuss status of plan implementation and consists of at least one member 
from each participating agency.  The technical committee revised and adopted the new 5 
year restoration and evaluation plan.  The Panama City FO is also a member of the 
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GSMFC Anadromous Fish subcommittee.  Copies of minutes from the annual Morone 
Meeting or the ACF striped bass technical committee are available at the PCFO. 
 
Recommendations:  
A.  Continue to participate in the annual Morone meetings and provide 
technical assistance.  
B.  Continue to lead the ACF technical committee.  
 
Hatchery Product Evaluation of Phase II Gulf Striped Bass Stocked in the Apalachicola 
River, Florida 
 
The USFWS signed a cooperative agreement in 1987 with the States of Alabama, 
Florida, and Georgia to restore a self-sustaining stock of striped bass in the ACF river 
system and to maintain the genetic integrity of the Gulf race striped bass.  This agreement 
was established to restore and protect this depleted nationally significant 
interjurisdictional fishery resource.  In FY05, 87,000 Phase II fish were stocked in 4 
locations in the Apalachicola River.  All fish were marked with a coded wire tag (CWT).  
Three post-stocking evaluations were conducted in FY05 with a boat electrofisher to 
determine survival of stocked fish and success of stocking locations.  Forty-five sites 
were sampled in the fall resulting in 11 striped bass (CPUE = 0.6 fish/hr).  Three of these 
fish were marked with CWTs (CPUE = 0.17 fish/hr).  The area encompassing the 15 
miles below the dam was sampled in the spring resulting in 13 striped bass (CPUE = 1.4 
fish/hr).  Seven of these fish were marked with CWTs (CPUE = 0.8 fish/hr).  Eight 
thermal refuges were sampled in the summer resulting in 28 striped bass (CPUE = 23.6 
fish/hr); however, only one of these fish was marked with a CWT (CPUE = 0.8 fish/hr).  
Otoliths were removed from all striped bass in an effort to detect oxytetracycline (OTC) 
marks applied to hatchery-reared striped bass.  Initial survey results indicate that survival 
of Phase II stocked fish is good.  Catch rates of striped bass are highest in the summer 
months when the fish are concentrated in cool-water refugia.  Spring catch rates appear to 
be better than catch rates in fall evaluations.  Phase II returns were similar in the spring 
and summer but much lower in the fall.  This study will continue through FY 2007 to 
determine the relative contribution of the Phase I, Phase II, and wild fish to the 
broodstock. 
 
Recommendations:  
A.  Discontinue fall evaluations of contribution of Phase I, Phase II, and wild 
striped bass to the broodstock.   
B.  Summer evaluations have the greatest cost/benefit ratio of evaluation times.  
Conduct summer sampling in conjunction with the Florida Fish and 
Wildlife Conservation Commission.  
C.  Conduct broodfish evaluations in the spring to determine the contribution of 
Phase I, Phase II, and wild striped bass to the broodstock.   
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Figure 5.  Biologist Frank Parauka weighs a striped bass caught during spring 
electrofishing evaluations designed to determine stocking success of Gulf race striped 
bass in the Apalachicola River.   
 
 
 
III. Fishery Assistance on Federal Lands – Department of Defense 
 
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida 
 
Fishery biologists at PCFO provided technical assistance to Tyndall AFB during the 
development of the Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan (INRMP).  INRMPs 
provide for the management of natural resources, allow multi-purpose uses of resources, 
and provide public access where appropriate without any net loss in the capability of an 
installation to support its military mission.  Our recommendations included public fishing 
opportunities, sportfish enhancement, habitat and fish assemblage monitoring, and the 
development of a base-wide Fishery Management Plan (FMP).  The INRMP will be 
completed during FY 2006. 
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Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 
 
Recreational Fishery Surveys 
 
Recreational fisheries on Eglin AFB are dominated by headwater and mid-reach 
impoundments which are naturally nutrient poor, acidic, have low species richness, and 
require high levels of structural and biological maintenance. Our approach is to develop 
management strategies that will allow adaptive management of the fishery and natural 
communities, lessen disturbance of artificial structures, and integrate management of 
lentic systems into the current Stream Assessment Program (SAP).  In FY 2005, Eglin 
AFB provided a request for recreational fishery surveys on 4 ponds, and Indigo, Duck, 
Anderson, and Brandt Ponds (totaling 53 acres) were surveyed during the summer.  
Results of the surveys were included in a report, along with recommendations for future 
management needs.  Recommendations included developing a base-wide FMP, installing 
feeders to increase productivity, re-evaluating length and bag limits, stocking 
recommendations, habitat management, and suggestions to increase public use.   
 
Figure 6. SCEP student Jowana Williams and SCA Intern Meghan Langley pull gill nets 
during recreational fishery surveys on Eglin AFB. 
 
 
Aquatic Ecosystem Adaptive Management Plan for Eglin Air Force Base 
 
Eglin Air Force Base (AFB) is a 465,000-acre reservation that is home to one of the most 
unique and diverse aquatic faunas in Florida, including the endangered Okaloosa darter.  
The reservation contains 744 river miles in diverse habitats ranging from nearly pristine 
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to heavily impacted.  Study plans examine the incorporation of a stepwise approach using 
fishes and insects to assess stream condition.  Assessments using fishes are developed 
from peer-reviewed metrics and techniques (e.g., diversity, index of biotic integrity).  The 
4 indices used for aquatic insects are a diversity index, index of biotic integrity, Florida 
Index, and EPT Index (referring to the three sensitive orders of insects; Ephemeroptera, 
Plecoptera, Trichoptera).  Quantitative samples of study reaches were evaluated for fishes 
and aquatic invertebrates.  Databases were developed and integrated with Eglin's overall 
ecosystem management database.  From 1999 to 2004, aquatic insect, fish, and 
geomorphology surveys were completed.  The final report outlining these surveys, biotic 
indices, and our recommendations for aquatic monitoring at Eglin was completed in 
FY05.  The report is available upon request. 
 
Index of Biotic Integrity for Fishes on Eglin Air Force Base 
 
Monitoring biological, physical, and chemical components of stream systems on Eglin 
AFB is essential to understanding:  1) stream system function, 2) species sensitivity to 
watershed activities, 3) system response, 4) system resilience, and 5) how ecosystem 
health is conserved.  The index of biologic integrity (IBI) has been shown to detect 
disturbances that result in changes in individual, population, and community 
characteristics in fishes.  An IBI was developed for the fishes of Eglin AFB with the 
intent of detecting response of the fish community to restoration activities and to 
establish long-term trend data.  Ten metrics were used to build the IBI.  Metrics 
categorize sites as excellent, good, fair, or poor overall.  The final report includes a 
review of literature covering sampling effort, gear types, stream fish community 
assessments, and current landscape level drivers of communities.  The report also details 
the IBI and construction process.  The IBI was applied to Magnolia Creek and rated sites 
similar to expectations based on best biological knowledge and local experience.  The 
report recommends further testing of the IBI and integration of this tool into the Eglin's 
adaptive management and ecological restoration process. 
 
Okaloosa Darter Recovery  
 
The vast majority of the range of the endangered Okaloosa darter is on Eglin Air Force 
Base.  A status review has not been completed for this species since it was listed in 1973.  
A status survey documenting habitat and Okaloosa darter abundance was completed in 
2005 for incorporation into a status review to be completed in FY06.  Okaloosa darter 
monitoring was conducted at 69, 500-meter sites.  Habitat was quantified at all 69 sites.  
Fishes were sampled by seining for 60 minutes over 50-m at one randomly selected 
segment.  Six hundred ninety-six Okaloosa darters were collected at 60 sites throughout 
their range.  Darters were generally associated with aquatic macrophytes and/or large 
woody debris.  We used the abundance of darters and their relationship with habitat to 
estimate the stream length occupied by Okaloosa darters.  We also used the density of 
Okaloosa darters in the survey (adjusted for several factors) to estimate the population in 
the entire drainage.  From this survey, we estimated there may be as many as 300,000 
darters present.  The results from the status survey will be incorporated into the status 
review in FY06.   
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Figure 7.  Fish and Wildlife Service biologist and volunteer sampling for Okaloosa 
darters at Eglin Air Force Base. 
 
 
 
IV. Fishery Assistance on Federal Lands – National Wildlife Refuges 
 
The Refuges and Wildlife program maintains a list of priority fisheries conservation 
targets for National Wildlife Refuges in the Southeast.  The Panama City Fisheries 
Resource Office provided technical assistance by reviewing the current Draft Fisheries 
Conservation Targets for Region 4 NWRs to verify that species important at the regional 
level were included with the correct justification.  We recommended the addition of 11 
non-game fish species and provided justifications.  We also recommended that freshwater 
mussels be reviewed and included on the list of conservation targets. 
 
PCFRO provided technical assistance on National Wildlife Refuges in Georgia and 
Florida including Banks Lake NWR, Okefenokee NWR, St. Marks NWR, and St. 
Vincent NWR.  We analyzed 10 years of fishery data from Banks Lake NWR to provide 
fishery management recommendations to the refuge staff.  Results were accepted for 
publication in the 2005 proceedings of the Annual Conference of Southeastern Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies.  Management recommendations were used to develop a strawman for 
Banks Lake NWR, which will promote partnerships with the USFWS, Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources, and Bass Anglers Sportsman Society (B.A.S.S.)  We 
also reviewed and commented on the Comprehensive Conservation Plan for Okefenokee 
NWR.  Technical assistance was provided to St. Marks and St. Vincent NWRs regarding 
damage to fishery resources after Hurricane Dennis. 
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V.  Native Freshwater Mussel Recovery and Restoration 
 
Freshwater Mussel Survey Protocol 
 
Within the Southeastern Atlantic Slope and Northeastern Gulf Drainages of Alabama, 
Florida, and Georgia, the USFWS has identified a need for a standardized mussel survey 
protocol that can be used across physiographic provinces.  The USFWS (Georgia ES and 
PCFRO) and Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) worked cooperatively to 
develop this DRAFT Mussel Sampling Protocol to ensure that it fulfills the dual 
objectives of the USFWS and GDOT.  Flex funding was received to test the protocol and 
to develop a field pocket guide and identification and survey workshop. The protocol was 
tested in wadeable tributaries of the Choctawhatchee, Chattahoochee, Flint, Ochlockonee, 
and Altamaha river drainages over various stream types, physiographic provinces, 
habitats, and with different species to determine effectiveness.  Testing continued in 
FY05 and is ongoing.  The minimum distance for surveys may be modified based on 
survey results.  Additionally, the poster and pocket field guide were completed and the 
Freshwater Mussel Survey Protocol and Identification Workshop was hosted in FY05.   
 
Recovery of Endangered Ochlockonee Moccasinshell - Ochlockonee Basin, Georgia and 
Florida 
 
The Ochlockonee moccasinshell has not been located in recent years and is feared 
potentially extinct.  Ecological Services flex funding was received to work with partners 
in the basin to more fully survey the river for the presence of the endangered mussel and 
to initiate watershed protection strategies to address water quality or geomorphology 
issues.  In FY04, habitat quality assessments and mussel surveys were completed.  
Additional efforts were expended to evaluate water quality and contaminant threats to 
freshwater mussels within the Ochlockonee Basin. The water quality and contaminant 
report is complete.  The final report on habitat quality was drafted in FY05 and is 
currently in review.  It defines habitat survey methods, existing habitat quality, and 
recommendations and prioritization of sites for protection or restoration.   The report also 
compared results to contaminant assessments and made recommendations for recovery of 
the Ochlockonee moccasinshell. 
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Figure 8.  Mussels collected from the Ochlockonee River. 
 
 
 
Geographic Information Systems Database for Freshwater Mussel Sampling Sites 
 
During the past two centuries, over 800 unique sites have been sampled for mussels from 
North Eastern Gulf (NEG) Coastal drainages in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. These 
data are available in published and unpublished manuscripts, field notes, and museum 
records but have not been compiled in one uniform catalogue.  In order to initiate 
freshwater mussel conservation actions in NEG aquatic systems, a consolidated approach 
was needed to track mussel sampling site locations.  A Geographic Information System 
(GIS) database was established to serve as a host for data from any sites sampled for 
mussels in NEG rivers to:  1) provide one system to combine records from various 
reports and published literature; 2) track ongoing survey sites; 3) identify locations of 
past and present communities that support(ed) federally listed or other species considered 
imperiled; 4) determine where data gaps exist; and 5) aid in the decision-making process 
concerning habitat restoration, long-term monitoring, and permitting/consultation issues.  
The database consists of linked tables that contain locality, collection, and species 
information, along with a spatial component of these locations.  QA/QC procedures are 
performed by personnel at PCFRO and PC ES.  During FY05, PCFO continued to assist 
in updating the database with historical and new occurrences and is still under 
construction. 
 
Recovery Planning:  Endangered, Threatened, and Imperiled Northeast Gulf Freshwater 
Mussels 
 
Freshwater mussels are significantly imperiled in the Northeast Gulf watersheds.   In 
FY05, we continued to implement recovery plan and candidate conservation actions by 
overseeing grant co-op agreements for 14 listed and candidate freshwater mussels in the 
Northeast Gulf Watersheds.  Projects include:  1) status and habitat of the Chipola 
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slabshell; 2) historical and current habitat within the Chattahoochee and Flint rivers for 
listed species; 3) status, habitat, and reproductive condition of candidate species; and 4) 
develop a mussel workshop, poster, field guide and LE pamphlet.  These projects are all 
ongoing with various State and NGO partners.  In addition, we assisted with field and 
laboratory documentation of reproductive biology of two candidate species. 
 
 
VI.  Partners for Fish and Wildlife 
 
On-the-Ground Restoration and Monitoring 
 
Cofty Streambank Restoration Project   
 
As part of the Spring Creek Watershed Partnership, several sites have been identified as 
potential restoration sites to control sedimentation due to streambank erosion.  The Cofty 
site is located along the mainstem of Spring Creek, south of Colquitt, Miller County, 
Georgia.  A streambank restoration project is being proposed to stabilize approximately 
250 feet of highly eroding streambank.  Past land use practice and loss of riparian 
vegetation has created extreme bank erosion.  The project will consist of sloping back the 
left bank to a 3:1 angle, re-establish a bankfull bench, and install bank stability structures 
using log vanes.  Bio-engineering using native shrubs, grasses, and trees will be planted 
on all exposed soils.  Design surveys were completed during the winter of 2004, which 
included detailed land surveying techniques and stream channel geomorphic conditions.  
A nationwide 27 permit has been submitted and approved.  Project construction should 
begin sometime in February 2006. 
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Figure 9.  Cofty streambank stabilization project, Miller County, Georgia. 
 
 
 
 
Sheffield Mill Creek Stream Restoration Project 
 
In cooperation with Early County, Georgia and Golden Triangle RC&D, the PCFRO is 
leading an effort to abate unpaved road soil materials on Sawhatchee Road from entering 
Sheffield Mill Creek, Early County, Georgia.  Sheffield Mill Creek is a tributary to 
Sawhatchee Creek and has established threatened and endangered mussels.  The PCFRO 
surveyed hundreds of points on Sheffield Mill Creek to characterize the existing fluvial 
geomorphic conditions upstream and downstream of Sawhatchee Road.  This information 
will assist in documenting success of stabilizing Sawhatchee Road.  The PCFRO is 
partially funding the project though the Partners for Fish and Wildlife (PFW) program by 
using innovative road binding materials to reduce sediment discharge.  The project 
should be completed in 2006. 
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Figure 10.  Sawhatchee Creek unpaved road crossing, Early County, Georgia. 
 
 
 
 
Clear Creek Restoration Project 
 
Clear Creek is a tributary to Blackwater River, which is located in Gulf sturgeon critical 
habitat.  The majority of habitat in Clear Creek is impacted due to sedimentation and poor 
water quality.  Substantial sediment loading into Clear Creek’s lower portions has filled 
in Gulf sturgeon habitat.  The Clear Creek Project included stabilizing 42 acres of 
eroding gully which was an abandoned borrow pit.  Historically, an ephemeral channel 
flowed down the valley and discharged into the main stem of Clear Creek.  Overtime, the 
stream eroded into an adjacent borrow pit causing mass wasting, hillside slope failure, 
streambank erosion and eventually channel aggradation.  The project stabilized upslope 
erosion, in-basin erosion, and stormwater control on Whiting Field Naval Base, an 
adjacent discharge point into Clear Creek.  Berms were created around the upper portions 
of the gully, and swales were created to collect overland sediment runoff.  All exposed 
soils were seeded and planted with longleaf pine.  Oaks, and other native ground cover 
were planted along Clear Creek to re-establish a riparian area.  This project will benefit 5 
miles of stream channel, 42 acres of uplands, and several acres of tidal estuarine habitat.  
The project will be monitored for long-term success. 
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Figure 11.  Land erosion from gully formation entering Clear Creek. 
 
 
 
 
Big Escambia Creek Restoration Project 
 
Big Escambia Creek (BEC) Ecosystem Restoration Project is considered the largest such 
project completed east of the Mississippi River.  Project drainage size was 340 square 
miles and includes a total of 5 miles of stream restoration and 1,000 acres of wetland 
enhancements.  The PCFRO assisted in project design and construction with the Army 
Corp of Engineers.  The instream and floodplain habitats of the BEC downstream of 
Flomaton, Alabama, to its mouth near Century, Florida, significantly departed from 
natural conditions over the past 40 years.  Logjams that began forming in the mid-1960s 
and 1970s in the lower portions of BEC have diverted most of the stream’s flow into 
floodplain adjacent to the original channel.  The flow diverted around the logjams had not 
formed a channel deep enough to accommodate regular peak flows, which leads to 
frequent flooding problems in the town of Flomaton and poor aquatic habitat.  Another 
channel diversion occurred in 1978, when the creek spilled into floodplain gravel pits, 
cutting a shorter, steeper channel to the Escambia River and abandoning the original 
channel.  The diversion has caused substantial erosion and sediment loading to the 
Escambia River.  The objective for the BEC project was to restore a stable channel that 
resembles natural channels in the region in terms of plan-view, cross-sectional 
dimensions, longitudinal profile, and riparian vegetation characteristics.  Results of this 
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project have already shown reduction of frequent flooding and economic loss in 
Flomaton, Alabama.  It is also projected that this ecosystem restoration project will 
increase the productivity and diversity of native fish species populations, reduce 
sedimentation to downstream federally threatened Gulf sturgeon, and restore floodplain 
wetland hydrologic connectivity.  This project was funded and coordinated by the Army 
Corp of Engineers, Gulf Coast Resource Conservation and Development Council, Three 
Rivers Resource Conservation and Development Council, and a multitude of other 
partners including the PCFRO PFW Program.   
 
Figure 12. Big Escambia Creek before and six months after restoration. 
 
Upstream Before Restoration   Upstream 6 months After Restoration 
 
 
 
East Pittman Creek Stream Restoration Project 
 
Cooperation between partners from Holmes County, Northwest Florida Water 
Management District, Three Rivers RC&D, Preble Rish Engineering, and the PCFRO are 
leading an effort to abate unpaved road soil materials on Roping Road from entering East 
Pittman Creek, Holmes County, Florida.  East Pittman Creek is a tributary to the 
Choctawhatchee River where critical habitat has been designated for threatened Gulf 
sturgeon.  The PCFRO surveyed hundreds of points on Roping Road to characterize the 
existing conditions and develop a construction design for reducing sediment source 
pollution into East Pittman Creek.  Fluvial geomorphic conditions were also surveyed 
upstream to downstream on East Pittman Creek to document pre- and post-monitoring of 
ecological success.  A design has been finalized and project implementation should be 
completed by 2006.  This project will restore about 4.5 miles of stream channel. 
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Figure 13.  Site survey of existing conditions for design criteria and ecological 
monitoring on East Pittman Creek. 
 
 
Nokuse Plantation Restoration Project 
 
The Nokuse Plantation (NP), a privately owned conservation area adjacent to Eglin Air 
Force Base (Eglin AFB) in Walton County, Florida consists of approximately 48,850 
acres.  The NP is a critical habitat linkage locally as well as regionally.  Locally, it 
connects Eglin AFB to the Choctawhatchee River Water Management Area 
(Choctawhatchee River WMA).  Regionally, it is part of the proposed Northwest Florida 
Greenway that extends from the Conecuh National Forest in southern Alabama, south 
and east to the Apalachicola National Forest, a distance of approximately 200 miles, and 
including some 2,262,500 acres of existing conservation lands and 221,600 acres of other 
targeted conservation lands, currently in private ownership. 
 
The PCFRO funded NP to restore historical longleaf pine-wiregrass ecosystem on 2,300 
acres of open agricultural lands in the NP that connects Eglin AFB with the 
Choctawhatchee River WMA.  To accomplish this, hand planting of about 150 longleaf 
pine trees/acre was conducted along with prescribed burning and some herbicide 
application.  The long-term goal is to restore the NP to a natural landscape mosaic 
consisting of a full complement of native plant and animal communities.  A 50+ year 
time horizon would include re-established populations of listed and/or rare species such 
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as red-cockaded woodpecker, eastern indigo snake, gopher tortoise, flatwoods 
salamander, and Florida black bear. 
 
Parell Tract Restoration Project 
 
The Parell Tract, 520+/- acres in Washington County, Florida is an extremely diverse 
property with potential for high quality wildlife habitat.  Currently, there are three 
primary cover types found here, including sandhill scrub, wetland hammocks, and upland 
hardwoods.  The PFW funded a proposal to establish approximately 60 acres of longleaf 
pine and native understory grasses.  Uplands of the project area were managed with 
prescribed fire, and longleaf tubelings were planted at 350 trees per acres.  This project is 
located in the vicinity of the Northwest Florida Water Management District and Pine Log 
State Forest lands that are being managed for native upland communities.  This includes 
several federally threatened and endangered species, State-listed species and species of 
concern.   
 
Figure 14.  Prescribed fire on the Parell Tract upland restoration project, Washington 
County, Florida. 
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Florida Sea Turtle Lighting Project 
 
The objective of the project was to provide an incentive through the PFW Program for 
beachfront property owners to convert their existing external lighting to sea turtle friendly 
lighting.  Eleven miles of Florida coastal beach strand was enhanced by installing sea 
turtle friendly lighting at various commercial and residential developments in 2005.  This 
is an ongoing successful program that continues to provide sea turtle nesting habitat 
enhancement.  Most property owners are reluctant to convert to sea turtle lighting 
because of the costs of the fixtures.  (The State of Florida requires sea turtle lighting on 
all new beachfront construction).  Recently, counties in Northwest Florida have begun to 
adopt sea turtle lighting ordinances, but have also been reluctant to do so because of the 
cost to property owners.  The incentive program has addressed counties and property 
owners concerns for funding and encourages stewardship of endangered species.  
Beachfront lighting that negatively affects sea turtles has significantly been reduced on 
the properties where the lighting conversions have been accomplished.  Recovery Plans 
for sea turtles species identifies the need to identify nesting beaches where lighting 
control should be implemented and enforced. 
 
Figure 15.  Loggerhead sea turtle hatchling heading for the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Figure 16.  Sea turtle lighting along the coastal strand of Florida. 
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Bay County Conservancy Exotic Species Removal 
 
As part of the PFW Program, exotic species removal is an important part of ecosystem 
management.  The PCFRO completed one acre of Chinese tallow tree removal from 
wetlands located on Bay County Conservancy Lands in Bay County, Florida.  Methods 
used included mechanical and concentrated herbicide. 
 
Research Projects 
 
Spring Creek Watershed Assessment 
 
The Spring Creek watershed has several listed and imperiled species, including 
freshwater mussels and striped bass refugia.  The watershed is degraded due to erosion 
and other water quality concerns.  As part of the Spring Creek Watershed Partnership 
(Partnership), the PCFRO conducted a basin wide threats assessment to determine all 
non-point and point source pollution that may affect Spring Creek.  There are several 
areas of concern including streambank erosion, riparian buffers, agricultural uses, 
unpaved roads/stream crossings, fish passage, natural springs, and irrigation uses.  Initial 
assessment has focused on stream habitat and streambank erosion.  Some unpaved 
road/stream crossing interactions and cattle access have been assessed as well.  A total of 
105 sites were assessed in the Spring Creek Watershed.  Several sites were listed as high 
priority and in need of restoration.  This information was provided to the Partnership and 
will begin the process of restoring sites throughout Spring Creek. 
 
Unpaved Road Interagency Team 
 
The Unpaved Roads Interagency Team (URIT) in Florida, was developed as a 
collaborative effort among government agencies, non-government agencies, and other 
interested parties to expedite the design and implementation of unpaved road-stream 
crossing projects, programs, and technological tools needed to ensure the recovery and 
conservation of aquatic and wetland ecosystem water quality and habitat functions in 
Northwest Florida.  The goal of the URIT is threefold:  1) Significantly reduce the 
sedimentation of aquatic and wetland resources associated with unpaved roads and road-
stream crossings in Northwest Florida; 2) Develop cost-effective approaches for 
managing and maintaining unpaved road-stream crossings; 3) Establish a pro-active 
approach to address aquatic resource issues and concerns.  Continued participation by the 
PCFRO is needed, along with a Technical Agreement between all active parties is being 
developed to further solidify commitments of unpaved road stabilization in Northwest 
Florida.  A validated GIS layer of all unpaved road/stream crossings will be completed in 
2006.  A comprehensive manual on unpaved roads has been completed which includes 
BMP prescriptions, stream restoration design, stream ecosystems in Florida, and the 
history of unpaved roads in Florida. 
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Figure 17.  Sediment contributions from unpaved roads. 
 
 
Alabama Unpaved Road Inventory within the Northeast Gulf Ecosystem 
 
The sediment contributions from unpaved roads are significant in southeastern coastal 
plain streams.  In order to ensure the recovery and conservation of aquatic and wetland 
ecosystem water quality and habitat functions, an inventory of unpaved road/stream 
crossings is needed in the Alabama portion of the Northeast Gulf Ecosystem.  The goal is 
to identify all crossings and begin the process of prioritizing sites for restoration.  A GIS 
data layer is in the process of being developed by the Wiregrass Resource Conservation 
and Development Council with funds provided by the PCFRO and should be completed 
by 2006.   
 
Regional Curve Development in the Florida Coastal Plain 
 
The PCFRO lead a cooperative study with Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
to develop regional curves (Rosgen 1996; Leopold 1997) in two North Florida 
hydrophysiographic regions of the Coastal Plain.  These regional curves will assist in 
predicting bankfull discharge and channel attributes in un-gaged stream reaches and aid 
in natural channel design for FDOT and USFWS projects.  This study provided a model 
for future efforts to analyze streams State-wide.  By furthering our understanding of 
regional stream stability, improved guidelines can be developed for designing culverts 
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and bridges to preserve natural bankfull channel dimensions and their associated 
floodplains and wetlands.  All data has been collected for the two study regions and the 
final report with appendices was completed in December 2004.   
 
 
 
Figure 18.  Hydro-physiographic Regions of the Florida Coastal Plain. 
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Figure 19.  Florida Coastal Plain Regional Curves 
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Riparian Reference Reach and Regional Curve Development in Alabama Coastal Plain 
Streams 
 
The PCFRO lead a cooperative study with Alabama Department of Environmental 
Management (ADEM), Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program, to develop riparian 
reference reach and regional curves (Rosgen 1996; Leopold 1997) in the coastal plain of 
Alabama.  These regional curves and reference reach data will assist in predicting bankfull 
discharge and channel attributes in un-gaged stream reaches and aid in natural channel design 
for ADEM and USFWS projects.  This study will provide a model for future efforts to 
analyze streams State-wide.  By furthering our understanding of regional stream stability, 
improved guidelines can be developed for designing culverts and bridges to preserve natural 
bankfull channel dimensions and their associated floodplains and wetlands.  All data has 
been collected for the coastal plain and a final report with appendices should be completed 
by December 2005. 
 
Figure 20.  Survey crew for Alabama Regional Curve Study. 
 
   
 
Alabama Coastal Plain Large Woody Debris Study 
 
Large woody debris (LWD) is an important factor in coastal plain streams providing instream 
cover and habitat, contributing organic matter, providing sediment transport, and channel 
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form and function.  Historically, LWD removal from rivers was a common practice to 
improve water conveyance and navigability.  The consequences of these activities include 
alteration of riparian habitat, changes in nutrient cycle, loss of fish habitat and significant 
changes to geomorphology.  Little is known about the importance of LWD in Alabama 
coastal plain streams.  The PCFRO provided technical assistance in collecting data, analysis 
and thesis formulation with Troy University, Alabama, to identify the influence of large 
woody debris in southeastern coastal plain streams.  LWD relationship will be addressed 
including the significance of LWD in stable streams and correlation with stream health.  This 
study was completed in October 2005.   
 
Figure 21.  Relationship of LWD in Alabama Coastal Plain Streams. 
 
 
Canoe Creek Watershed Assessment and Threats Analysis 
 
Within the Southeastern United States, habitat loss and stream impacts have been identified 
as the primary factor related to the decline of freshwater mussels and fish populations.  
Multiple programs are in place to conduct habitat restoration; however, the baseline data that 
are needed to conduct restoration activities are not available, thereby hindering mussel and 
fish recovery actions in many watersheds.  A stream assessment was conducted throughout 
the entire reaches of Canoe Creek, a tributary to the Escambia River, within the Pensacola 
Bay Watershed, Florida, to identify threats and facilitate habitat restoration for Federal trust 
resources.  The project focused on locating, planning, prioritizing and implementing on-the-
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ground stream projects on private lands.  Field inventory and assessment has been completed 
and a report will be finished in fiscal year 2006. 
 
Figure 22.  Sediment discharge into Canoe Creek from adjacent gully. 
 
 
 
 
Physical and Biological Analysis of Before and After Habitat Restoration in Big Escambia 
Creek, Florida    
 
Fish communities, aquatic invertebrates, and fluvial geomorphology were assessed to 
determine ecological success and measurable improvements at the Big Escambia Creek 
(BEC) Restoration Project.  Pre-construction baseline aquatic analysis was completed in 
fiscal year 2003 and post-construction assessment was completed in 2005.  Data was also 
collected from a reference site on Little Escambia Creek (LEC) for comparison.  The results 
obtained from the BEC site will be compared to baseline data collected in FY03 before 
restoration occurred.  It will also be compared to LEC in order to determine if variations in 
fish community structure are due to natural phenomenon or restoration activities.  A peer-
reviewed publication of known previous collections is in development with theFlorida Fish 
and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) and Alabama Geological Survey.  Final post-
monitoring will be conducted by the end of FY07. 
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Figure 23.  Post-restoration fish collections on Big Escambia Creek, Florida. 
 
 
 
 
Physical and Biological Analysis of Before and After Habitat Restoration on a Tributary to 
Magnolia Creek, Florida  
 
The PCFRO provided technical assistance for design and project construction for the removal 
of an impoundment structure blocking fish passage along a tributary to Magnolia Creek, near 
Freeport, Florida in fiscal year 2004.  Existing physical (i.e., fluvial geomorphology) and 
biological (i.e., fish community and invertebrate assemblage) conditions were surveyed by 
the PCFRO and Florida Department of Environmental Protection before project construction.  
Post-construction assessment was conducted in 2005.  Data was also collected from a 
reference site on Turkey Creek for comparison with a stable stream system.  In 2007, a three-
year post-assessment will be completed.  A peer-reviewed publication of the pre-construction 
and 1 year post-construction assessment is in the process of being developed and should be 
completed in 2006. 
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Figure 24.  Post-restoration stream fish community surveys on a tributary to Magnolia Creek, 
FL 
 
 
 
Oyster Lake Fish Community Analysis Before and After Restoration 
 
Oyster Lake is a coastal dune lake that has been isolated from the Gulf of Mexico since 1975.  
Currently a culvert system is preventing fish passage and tidal flows from entering the lake 
and only freshwater runoff and groundwater seepage have entered the lake causing it to 
become slightly brackish.  The proposed restoration project will re-establish the natural 
connections of a coastal dune lake.  This project will provide fish passage for several fish 
species including red drum, flounder, mullet and speckle trout.  Additionally, it is hoped that 
oysters will re-establish in the lake.  Pre-restoration monitoring was completed for the fish 
community at Oyster Lake in FY05.  Data will also be collected from a reference site on 
Stallworth Lake for comparison.  The results obtained from Oyster Lake after restoration will 
be compared to baseline data collected in FY05.  It will also be compared to Stallworth Lake 
in order to determine if variations in fish community structures are due to natural 
phenomenon or restoration activities.  Water quality and aquatic vegetation monitoring will 
be conducted by the Choctawhatchee Basin Alliance.  Aquatic invertebrate monitoring will 
be conducted by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP).   
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Figure 25.  Electro-shocking Oyster Lake for pre-restoration monitoring. 
 
 
 
 
Partnerships 
 
Spring Creek Watershed Partnership 
 
The PCFRO and Georgia Ecological Services FO expanded development and participation in 
the Spring Creek Watershed Partnership, Georgia during fiscal year 2005. The Spring Creek 
Watershed Partnership (Partnership) was developed to facilitate conservation action and 
environmental stewardship for natural environments surrounding areas of Spring Creek, 
Georgia.  The Partnership will lead habitat restoration and protection through community 
development and private landowner participation projects.  Threatened and endangered 
mussel species (i.e., shiny-rayed pocketbook and oval pigtoe) and several imperiled fish and 
mussel species (i.e., spotted bullhead and bluestriped shiner) will benefit from this 
partnership.  The Partnership recently elected a new Steering Committee Chairperson, along 
with establishing a Pollution Committee and Agricultural Committee.  Several projects 
funded by the Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program, through the Georgia Soil and Water 
Conservation Commission have been completed to date with several more scheduled in 2006.   
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Figure 26.  Spring Creek Steering Committee Meeting. 
 
 
Chipola River Watershed Partnership 
 
The PCFRO and West Florida Resource Conservation and Development Council, Inc. 
(Council) partnered to establish a watershed partnership for the Chipola River in Alabama 
and Florida.  A grant awarded by Florida State Wildlife Grant Program to the Council will be 
used to support activities within the partnership, including:  1) hiring a watershed 
coordinator; 2) developing a watershed management plan; 3) conducting a watershed 
assessment and threats analysis; and 4) providing environmental outreach throughout the 
watershed.  A Steering Committee is in the process of being formally developed along with 
other committees to assist in the future management of the Chipola River.  Environmental 
outcomes will include restoration of riparian and in-stream habitat, stabilization of river 
banks, restoring rare plant species and control of invasive species, particularly bordering 
State parks and Northwest Florida Water Management District property.   
 
Technical Assistance 
 
Blackwater River State Forest   
 
The Blackwater River has several imperiled aquatic species, including threatened Gulf 
sturgeon critical habitat.  The river has been impacted due to unpaved road sediment 
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discharge.  The PCFRO conducted several site visits at unpaved road stabilization project 
sites within Blackwater River State Park, and provided technical assistance on collecting 
before and after stabilization of physical and biological habitats to document success of 
project implementation.  The Florida DEP will be collecting aquatic insects, Florida FWC 
will be collecting fish data, and University of West Florida will be collecting sediment and 
physical stream data.  This project is proposed to be completed in FY07. 
 
Pine Barren Creek Flood Control Project  
 
The Pensacola Bay watershed includes the threatened Gulf sturgeon and several imperiled 
freshwater mussels.  Habitat is degraded in part due to tributary channel instability and poor 
water quality.  The Pine Barren Creek Flood Control Project has been funded under the 
NRCS PL-566 program to reduce flooding near Atmore, Alabama.  We have been providing 
technical assistance for alternative design criteria and will continue until the project is 
completed.  The existing proposal from NRCS is to channelize Pine Barren Creek to help 
minimize flooding in Atmore.  Alternative suggestions have included wetland creation, dam 
removal, increase floodplain capacity, and removal of some home sites out of the floodplain.  
Several entities are involved with the project including the Florida DEP, Pensacola and 
Mobile Army Corps of Engineer, Daphne USFWS, and NRCS.  This project is ongoing and 
design alternatives should be completed in FY06. 
 
Other Technical Assistance for Stream Restoration/Enhancement Projects 
 
Stream restoration is a focal point for the Fisheries Resource Office and within the Northeast 
Gulf Ecosystem.  Technical assistance was provided to multiple agencies and landowners in 
the work area.  The following is a list of numerous sites where technical assistance was 
provided:  natural spring restoration for Northwest Florida Water Management District, 
Murder Creek with NRCS, fish passage/dam removal on The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 
lands, stream restoration working team in Alabama, Regional Office Stream Restoration 
Guidelines Committee, flatwoods salamander assistance with FWC, and stream restoration 
assistance on Eglin AFB. 
 
VII. FISH PASSAGE BARRIERS 
 
Identification and Removal of Barriers to Fish Passage within the Northeast Gulf Ecoregion 
 
PCFRO biologists have continued identifying fish passage barriers which inhibit movement 
of fish and other aquatic species.  Fragmentation of rivers, diversion structures, and habitat 
alteration has caused the degradation of aquatic resources including water quality, fish 
passage, natural sediment transport, and stream bank stabilization.  Several potential projects 
have been identified for removal.  Once funding is secured for restoration, a project will be 
conducted along with monitoring changes in physical, chemical, and biological parameters.  
A GIS data layer for dam locations has been developed to begin assessing possibilities for 
removal projects.  Culverts throughout the Northeast Gulf Ecosystem will be assessed for 
potential projects through the Unpaved Roads Interagency Team.   
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Identification of Fish Passage Barriers, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 
 
This study was initiated to provide data and assist in the recovery of the Okaloosa darter by 
conducting an analysis about road crossing structures and fish passage barriers which are 
perceived threats to Okaloosa darter.  This completed study outlines the thought process for 
determining the area of scope, decision for assessments, and implementing recovery actions.  
There were a total of 153 crossings visited among the 249 stream miles in the 176 square 
mile watershed of Okaloosa darter range.  Data collected included GPS position, structure 
type (box culvert, pipe culvert, bridge, low water), structure condition, observable 
degradation at site, along with rapid habitat assessment at a 50 m segment and encompassing 
500 m at selected sites.  Observable degradation reported was fish passage barriers, overland 
sediment pathways, and instream channel alterations.  Of the 153 sites visited, 96 crossings 
are still in existence.  We rated 72 out of the 96 crossings as poor quality based on 
observations of fish passage barriers (e.g., perched pipe), sediment runoff, and 
malfunctioning features.  We recommended that nine of the sites in the Little Rocky Creek 
catchment be listed as high priority projects.  The report will be used by Eglin Jackson Guard 
and Eglin Road Stream Crossing Working Group to guide the closure/repair/maintenance of 
roads and contribute to recovery of the Okaloosa darter. 
 
 
Figure 27.  Potential fish passage project on Little Rocky Creek, Eglin AFB, Florida. 
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Eglin Air Force Base Fish Passage Project in Okaloosa Darter Streams 
 
This joint project of the PCFRO, Eglin AFB, and Three Rivers RC&D Council will begin the 
process of conducting pre-monitoring and design surveys at prioritized fish passage barriers 
on Eglin AFB.  Data provided by a report on "Enumerating and Identifying Management 
Actions for Road Crossing Structures in Okaloosa Darter Streams," which was conducted by 
the USFWS in FY05, identified nine potential projects for restoration.  All of the highest 
priority locations will be surveyed in FY06.  The USFWS Fish Passage Program funded all 
data collection for this project. 
 
Okaloosa Darter - Fish Passage Barrier Removal - Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 
 
The Little Rocky Creek at the old railroad crossing was chosen as the first demonstration 
project to remove a fish passage barrier in Okaloosa darter range.  Pre-project assessment 
was completed for aquatic invertebrates, fishes, and fluvial geomorphic conditions in FY04.  
Land surveying techniques were completed for existing conditions along with stream channel 
design criteria to begin the process of project implementation.  The project design was 
completed in December 2004, with project construction sometime in July 2006.  This project 
will help restore about 5 miles of upstream habitat connectivity and begin the process of 
eliminating threats for the recovery of the species.  The USFWS Fish Passage Program 
funded the design and will be providing partial funding for restoration in 2006. 
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Figure 28.  Fish passage project on Little Rocky Creek, Eglin AFB, Florida. 
 
   
 
  
Oyster Lake Restoration  
 
Oyster Lake is a coastal dune lake that has been isolated from the Gulf of Mexico since 1975.  
A three chambered box culvert along with two metal culverts prevent tidal flows from 
entering the Lake.  Only freshwater runoff and groundwater seepage entered the western 
basin causing it to dilute to slightly brackish water.  The proposed improvements include the 
construction of four bridges to re-establish the natural connections like all other coastal dune 
lakes.  One of the bridges will be a 30' span to replace the box culvert that was constructed 
without consideration for its long-term impacts (common practice in the 1960s).  These 
improvements would re-establish the natural wetland flows and coastal connections and 
certainly provide habitat for marine breeding grounds.  This project will provide fish passage 
for several fish species including red drum, flounder, mullet and speckled trout.  
Additionally, it is hoped that oysters will re-establish in the lake.  The project will ultimately 
restore approximately 10 acres of isolated wetlands to the watershed and restore the natural 
hydrologic connectivity to 26 acres of the coastal dune lake.  Project designs and permitting 
were completed in 2005 and construction is to begin in 2006.  The USFWS Fish Passage 
Program funded the monitoring of aquatic resources and will be providing partial funding for 
restoration in 2006. 
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Figure 29.  Fish passage blockage on Oyster Lake, Florida. 
 
 
 
OTHER PARTNERSHIPS 
 
Reservoir Operations of the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint 
 
The Apalachicola River is an important resource to listed, anadromous, and 
interjurisdictional fishes that are dependent upon a natural flow regime.  Policies to enhance 
reservoir fish spawning were having an adverse effect on riverine fish spawning, especially 
during times of drought.  At the request of the FWC, the Panama City FO facilitated 
discussions among the three states and the Corps of Engineers to identify ways that 
operations for reservoir fisheries management did not sacrifice downstream riverine fisheries 
habitat in the Apalachicola River.  Several alternative operating procedures were identified 
and incorporated into Corps policy.  An improved communication network among the 
agencies was established.  In FY05, we continued to work with the Corps of Engineers to 
develop improved reservoir operating policies. 
 
Improved Fish Passage at Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam 
 
The Gulf Sturgeon Recovery/Management Plan identifies the need to evaluate, design, and 
provide upstream means for Gulf sturgeon to bypass migration restrictions within essential 
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habitats.  Furthermore, the Plan recognizes that an assessment of the operation should be 
conducted with other migratory species such as shad and striped bass to determine the 
effectiveness of the operation.  A cooperative study with the USFWS, South Carolina 
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, 
and The Nature Conservancy was initiated in FY05. Up to 50 Alabama shad, 25 Gulf striped 
bass and 20 Gulf sturgeon were implanted with sonic tags.  Fixed telemetry stations 
connected to a microprocessor monitored fish behavior near and in the navigation lock.  
Alabama shad and striped bass were placed in the lock and given the opportunity to move 
upstream during locking trials.  Out of 25 striped bass and 45 Alabama shad, at least 6 and 16 
fish passed upstream, respectively.  This study will continue in FY06, and information 
provided in this study will be used to make recommendations for fish passage through the 
lock. 
 
Figure 30.  Biologist Steve Herrington, The Nature Conservancy, displays an Alabama shad 
captured during the fish passage study at Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam. 
 
 
 
Memorandum of Agreement for Aquatic Stewardship in the Gulf Coastal Plain Ecosystem in 
Northwest Florida  
 
The Panama City Fisheries Resources Office led the signing of an agreement for stewardship 
of aquatic systems in the Gulf Coastal Plain Ecosystem in Northwest Florida.  Partners 
include The Nature Conservancy, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, and 
Eglin Air Force Base.  Under the Memorandum of Agreement, the parties agree to develop 
and implement cooperative stewardship strategies for four major river basins in western 
Florida.  Priority is for recovery of the endangered Okaloosa darter, the threatened Gulf 
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sturgeon, and candidate mussel species.  A new staff level team will develop the strategy, 
implement monitoring and assessment, and secure funds for stream restoration projects. 
 
Aquatic Nuisance Species on the Apalachicola River 
 
The PCFRO is currently monitoring aquatic nuisance species (ANS) on the Apalachicola 
River. In the spring of FY05, ANS species observed in the river were documented.  Overall 
catch per unit effort (CPUE) of ANS carp in areas sampled was 6.6 fish/hour.  Common carp 
were more abundant (CPUE = 4.8 fish/hr) than grass carp (CPUE = 2.4 fish/hr).  In August 
2005, biologists from the FWC and the PCFRO observed high numbers of adult grass carp in 
the thermal refuges of the Apalachicola River.   
 
High catch rates of grass carp prompted concern for the possibility of reproduction if the 
individuals observed were not triploid.  In order to determine the reproductive status of grass 
carp in the Apalachicola River, PCFRO teamed with the Warm Springs Regional Fisheries 
Center (WSRFC) to examine the sterility of grass carp.  We sampled 6 thermal refuges to 
determine if the fish were triploid.  Fifteen grass carp were captured by boat electrofishing 
and sacrificed (CPUE = 23.1 fish/hr).  Blood samples were sent to WSRFC for determination 
of ploidy.  Twelve of the 15 fish were sterile, and the other three were undetermined due to 
problems with the sample.  Preliminary results indicate that the fish observed in the 
Apalachicola River are sterile; however, we will continue to monitor grass carp sterility by 
collecting blood samples during routine evaluations.   
 
It appears that grass carp congregate in the thermal refuges during the summer months.  An 
effective eradication program may indeed be possible, especially if grass carp continue to 
congregate in the springs after the striped bass move out in the fall.  The PCFRO and the 
FWC have discussed a "grass carp eradication rodeo," but at this time we have decided that 
the potential negative effects on the striped bass population do not outweigh the benefits of 
eradicating grass carp.   
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Figure 31.  PCFRO Biologists take blood samples from grass carp collected on the 
Apalachicola River to determine if the fish are sterile.  
 
 
American Eel 90-day Administrative Finding 
 
The USFWS, Region 5, was petitioned to list the American eel under the Endangered Species 
Act during FY05.  The petition presented substantial information indicating that listing the 
American eel may be warranted; therefore, a 90-day administrative finding was announced to 
initiate a status review.  To ensure that the review is comprehensive, the USFWS solicited 
any information and data regarding American eel.  The PCFRO has been sampling the 
drainages of the northeast Gulf of Mexico for many years.  We have collection records of 
American eels in the Conecuh-Escambia, Choctawhatchee, and Apalachicola rivers going 
back to the late 1950s.  We provided technical assistance for this petition by researching all 
of our historic and present fish collection records.  All collection records of American eels 
were submitted to the Chief of Endangered Species in Region 5 for use in their status review.   
 
List of Other Partners 
 
Alabama Department of Natural Resources 
Auburn University 
Choctawhatchee Basin Alliance 
Choctawhatchee Chapter Audubon Society 
Columbus State University 
Eglin Air Force Base 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
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Florida Department of Transportation 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Florida A & M University 
Georgia Natural Heritage 
Georgia Department of Natural Resources 
Golden Triangle Resource Conservation and Development Council 
Gulf Coastal Plain Ecosystem Partnership 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
Jones Ecological Research Center 
Louisiana Department of Wildlife & Fisheries 
Mote Marine  
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Northwest Florida Audubon Society  
Northwest Florida Water Management District 
Porchband of the Creek Indians 
Rivers Alive 
Science Application International Corporation 
The Nature Conservancy 
Three Rivers Resource Conservation and Development Council 
Troy University 
Tyndall Air Force Base 
University of Florida 
University of Georgia 
University of Southern Mississippi 
University of South Florida 
University of West Florida 
U.S. Geological Survey 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
 
 
PUBLIC OUTREACH 
 
The PCFRO conducted numerous presentations and collaborated with partners on the 
benefits of the Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program, specifically aquatic resources 
conservation opportunities.  These include the following: 
 
1) Presented at a FWC Landowner Meeting about the PFW Program.  Discussed 
potential types of projects, priority areas, and financial and technical assistance 
opportunities related to flatwoods habitat. 
2) Began the filming of a stream restoration video for coastal plain streams.  The video 
should be completed in FY06. 
3) Participated in an educational outreach program for the Chipola River Watershed 
Partnership.  Provided technical expertise in stream ecology and restoration. 
4) Participated in a seagrass awareness outreach event in Pensacola, Florida.  Provided 
technical expertise to interested parties on seagrasses and other ecological sensitive 
species found in tidal portions of the Gulf of Mexico.   
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Biologists from PCFRO and the Welaka National Fish Hatchery met with fisheries scientists 
from the former Russian Republic of Georgia to discuss sturgeon research activities in 
Florida.  The Florida Department of Agriculture arranged the Georgians itinerary which 
encompassed a tour of a commercial fish farm and a visit to the Welaka NFH where 
discussions focused on the Gulf sturgeon aquaculture program and Gulf sturgeon restoration 
and recovery activities. 
 
PCFRO biologists gave presentations and manned information booths describing fishery 
resource programs to numerous civic and school groups and environmental outreach events 
and festivals.  Topic included restoration of anadromous fish species, recovery of threatened 
and endangered fish and mussels, aquatic habitat restoration, and recreational fisheries.  We 
also provided Gulf sturgeon information (videos and handouts) to schools and organizations. 
 
In addition, we assisted the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission in holding a 
"Kids Fishing Clinic” which drew over 375 children, adults, and volunteers.  Children learn 
about fish habitat, fishing ethics, casting, knot-tying, and fishing safety.  The event concludes 
with a free lunch and a free rod and reel plus bait to be used to fish from the Bay County pier 
in the Gulf of Mexico.   
 
Figure 32.  Children enjoying the “Kid’s Fishing Clinic” at the Panama City Beach Pier. 
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AWARDS 
 
The PCFRO was awarded the Partner of the Year Award by the Southeast Resource 
Conservation and Development Council at a meeting in Orlando, Florida.  The award 
recognized the numerous habitat restoration projects jointly completed with several RC&D’s 
throughout the Northeast Gulf Ecosystem in 2005.  
 
MEETINGS AND PRESENTATIONS 
 
Herrington, Karen attended the annual meeting of Southern Division of the American  
 Fisheries Society in Virginia Beach, Virginia during February 2005.  The Southern  
 Division Striped Bass Technical Committee was also attended at this time. 
Parauka, F.M. 2005.  Gulf Sturgeon.  Oral presentation.  Annual Meeting of the Florida 
Chapter of American Fisheries Society.  February 2005, Ocala, Florida 
Parauka, F.M. and Kovatch L.  2005.  Availability of Gulf sturgeon spawning habitat in 
northwest Florida and southeast Alabama river systems. Poster presentation.  Annual 
Meeting of the Florida Chapter of American Fisheries Society.  February  2005.  
Ocala, Florida. 
Parauka,  F.M.  2004.  Gulf sturgeon activities.  Oral presentation.  Annual Gulf Sturgeon 
Workshop.  November 2004.  Big Branch, Louisiana 
Thom, T.A.  2005.  Aquatic assessment tools on Eglin Air Force Base.  Annual Meeting of 
the Southeastern Water Pollution Biologists Association. 
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Blalock-Herod, H.N., J.J. Herod, J.D. Williams, B.N. Wilson, and S.W. McGregor. 2005. A 
historical and current perspective of the freshwater mussel fauna (Bivalvia: 
Unionidae) of the Choctawhatchee River drainage in Alabama and Florida. Bulletin 
of the Alabama Museum of Natural History 24. 
Epler, J.H., D.H. Ray, T.A. Thom.  2005.  Scientific Note: New Distribution Records for 
Water Beetles (Coleoptera: Elmidae, Gyrinidae) in Florida.  Coleopterists Bulletin 59: 
270-271.   
Herrington, S.J., K.J. Popp, H.N. Blalock-Herod., J.J. Herod, and L. Jenkins. In Press. Ten-
year assessment of the unique fishery of the Okefenokee Swamp. Proceedings of the 
Annual Conference of the Southeastern Association Fish and Wildlife Agencies. 
Herrington, K.J . and F. Parauka.  2005.  Summary of Recreational Fish Surveys conducted 
in selected ponds on Eglin Air Force Base, June 2005.  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Report, Panama City, Florida. Prepared for Jackson Guard, Natural Resources 
Branch, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. 
Metcalf, C.  2004.  Regional Channel Characteristics for Maintaining Natural Fluvial 
Geomorphology in Florida Streams.  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Report, Panama 
City, Florida. 
Thom, T.A. and J.J. Herod. 2005.  Aquatic Inventory of Eglin Air Force Base and 
Recommendations for Long-Term Aquatic Ecosystem Management.  U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service Report, Panama City, Florida.  Prepared for Jackson Guard, Natural 
Resources Branch, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. 
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TRAINING 
 
Fisheries Academy – Karen Herrington 
HACCP Planning for Natural Resource Pathways – Karen Herrington 
MOCC Refresher – Frank Parauka, Bob Jarvis 
Aircraft Safety Certification – Karen Herrington, Frank Parauka 
Discrimination and Whistleblowing in the Workplace (No Fear) – Karen Herrington, Frank 
Parauka, Chris Metcalf, Gail Carmody, Barbara Stanley, Bob Jarvis, Bill Tate, Laura 
Jenkins 
Federal Information Systems Security Awareness Training –  Karen Herrington, Frank 
Parauka, Chris Metcalf, Gail Carmody, Barbara Stanley, Bob Jarvis 
First Aid/CPR – Chris Metcalf 
Microsoft Word – Barbara Stanley 
Microsoft Excel – Barbara Stanley 
 
 
VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY 
 
During FY05, 27 volunteers donated a grand total of 2,736 hours (1.3 FTE).  The Panama 
City Office once again relied on volunteers to assist with spawning and population surveys 
for the threatened Gulf sturgeon. Fourteen volunteers put in 256 hours of netting, tracking, 
and monitoring Gulf sturgeon in northeast Gulf river systems.  Volunteers also assisted with 
striped bass activities in FY05.  Six volunteers volunteered over 360 hours tagging Phase II 
striped bass for the hatchery product evaluation study.  
 
Five Student Conservation Association (SCA) interns helped our office throughout 2005. The 
three SCA volunteers at Eglin Air Force Base provided over 1,440 hours of service on 
biomonitoring, stream geomorphology, stream fish surveys, and monitoring threatened and 
endangered species, including the Okaloosa darter and Gulf sturgeon. One SCA volunteer in 
Panama City performed over 160 hours of volunteer service, assisting with rare and listed 
freshwater mussel surveys and collecting and analyzing land use and habitat data along 
coastal rivers.  The other SCA volunteer in Panama City worked with the Partners for Fish 
and Wildlife Program, providing over 960 hours of service on stream geomorphology, stream 
fish surveys, recreational fishery surveys, monitoring Gulf sturgeon, and analyzing land use 
and habitat data along coastal rivers. 
 
One volunteer was awarded for his extraordinary efforts this year, performing over 640 hours 
of volunteer service. SCA Trent Jett received special accolades for his efforts with stream 
geomorphology and biomonitoring at Eglin Air Force Base, including a $100 volunteer 
service award.  
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Figure 33.  SCA Volunteer Meghan Langley and USFWS biologist Greg Landry sampling 
sturgeon on the Escambia River. 
 
 
 
 
STATION CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE/CONSTRUCTION 
 
None to report. 
 
 
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES FOR FY 2006  
 
It is very exciting to see how the Panama City Fisheries program has grown and matured in 
the past few years so that nearly all aspects of management of fish and their habitats is being 
addressed in the watersheds of the Florida panhandle.  In the coming year, we will continue 
much of the work described above.  We will continue to identify and protect Gulf sturgeon 
spawning sites in Yellow, Choctawhatchee, and Apalachicola rivers, and Gulf sturgeon 
populations in the Apalachicola and Escambia rivers will be assessed.  On Eglin AFB, we 
will address fish passage and unpaved road problems and work to restore Mill Creek.  In 
addition, the status and outstanding conservation needs of the endangered Okaloosa darter 
will be examined.  We will be working to complete restoration of Canoe Creek and 
cementing partnerships to improve water and instream habitat quality in the Ochlockonee, 
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Chipola, and Spring Creek River Basins.  As in the past, we will continue to work with our 
State wildlife agency partners on Gulf striped bass restoration and stock assessment.  Agency 
partnerships will also be formed to better assess the status and conservation needs of rare 
fishes in the northeast Gulf portions of Alabama, Florida, and Georgia and to implement the 
State Comprehensive Conservation Strategies.  Finally, we plan to continue to implement 
recovery activities for listed and candidate mussels. 
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